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About This Content

Deep inside the Citadel of Chaos, the dread sorcerer Balthus Dire is plotting. Summoned by a desperate plea for help, you are the
Vale of Willow’s only hope. And you are no ordinary adventurer. As star pupil of the Grand Wizard of Yore and a master sorcerer

yourself, you must strike at the very heart of Balthus Dire’s nightmare world.

Relive Fighting Fantasy – the beloved text-based, interactive adventures of the 80s and 90s! Push your Skill, Stamina and Luck
to the limits as you explore Balthus Dire's terrifying Citadel. This gamebook has been converted to digital format using Tin Man

Games' acclaimed Gamebook Adventures engine.

FEATURES

 Make the gamebooks as easy or hard as you like and even turn on a special 'Free Read' mode to play the book like an
old-school cheater!

 Map feature makes it easy to keep track of everywhere you have explored during current and previous playthroughs.

 Unlimited Bookmarks allow you to revisit difficult sections as many times as desired.

 Classic, original artwork from Russ Nicholson, all viewable through a collectable artwork gallery.

 Automated Adventure Sheet that keeps track of your stats, inventory and knowledge gained during your journey.
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 Specially composed, atmospheric soundtrack and effects.

Citadel of Chaos is digital gamebook DLC intended for use with Fighting Fantasy Classics.
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I like the game, you know, at some moments it reminded me something like Starcraft 2 by theme, choice of missions through
the choice of planets and other stuff :) The only thing that really interferes in this game is camera reviews, sometimes it's just
"wild." Good game, especially if you did not buy it, but got through some giveaways or 5 or 10 random keys pack. I highly
recommend this product!
Incredible work done by the developer on this DLC will help you with minimal effort in a short time to release your own game
project. A full set of necessary shaders will allow you to plunge into the creative process as much as possible. Many thanks to
the developer, I am very pleased with the purchase.
At first it may seem that the process is a little incomprehensible, but after carefully reading a couple of official forums and
reviewing the code (by the way, the code is quite well commented) it is quite easy to understand the whole workflow. I like..
Very fun game to play with a friend whos at the controller. Need more games like that.
The game gets more difficult every level you get further.
. Not as good as his other games, but still, it's Nifflas. Not available. Ubifail again.. It was the most challenging of the ones I've
played so far, and as a big Sherlock Holmes fan, I really enjoyed it. I wasn't sure about this game, but now I'm absolutely in
love. It's almost pure gameplay, and at that the game excels. It's a lot of fun and has surprising variety thanks to a system of
unlocks. It's also just challenging enough, which gives it nigh-infinite replayability. Definitely one of the hidden gems.. same
thing as rome 1 but awful pathfinding where soldiers act like magnets and completely avoid eachother.. Boring. Levels too
similar, graphics too plain, have to play through trial and error which means you have to do the same level 2-3 times just to get
down where to place things. The hitbox is too small imo, not worth the price, luckily I got a key from a friend because otherwise
I'd be annoyed. If this game interests you, I sincerely recommend you wait until it's on sale.. i loved this story line so
recommend make a part 2 but needs a little more nudity cuz shes a sexy girl but yeah loved the game!!!
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It's a whole lot of nothing. Another steam endorsed early acess cash grab. Do not buy.. I just can't get into this game. I thought it
was going to be more complex. It is just buying a few troops and rolling in to fight some monsters. I have tried starting the game
twice and have been unable to save and have to start over each time I play. Customize army starts erases your army too and you
have to repurchase your troops. I thought the patch was going to fix the save game and it apparently didn't fix anything. I paid a
dollar for this game and even at a dollar this game is a waste of money and time.. Before you read the review be warned that I
will be grading this on an "Indie curve" meaning less than 5 developers

Sound 5\/10

The sound is position based and is confusing as to the point of origin of the sound most of the time, not to mention the sounds
are comparitive to sound samples from a bad EDM song.

Battle system 6\/10

Lacks any real depth, and most of the battle system is learning how to bug the enemies out so they can't hit you. Also your
primary "slash" attack has the awesome ability to get you stuck in walls and in other places you don't belong and can't escape.

Bosses 2\/10

The bosses of this game are all incredibly easy and short lived, and feel like normal enemies, except the final boss which felt
more like the first real boss in the game, but still exceptionally easy. One of my major complaints is you don't heal your health
after a boss though.

Artwork 9\/10

The art is gorgeous and was my primary attraction to the game, however it is hindered by bad coding to fit different screen
resolutions and can look a little distorted depending on the resolution you are playing in, which disappointed me greatly.

Storyline 2\/10

I started out with a great concept of what needed to be done and I talked to the whole village. I was continually disappointed by
how everyone didn't react to any changes in the plot at the start, or the fact you had a sword. Then after you left the village none
of it really related to the rest of the game and soon as you finish the "prologue" there wasn't really much of anything to the story
besides run through a bunch of areas as fast as you can, and if you want, kill some enemies. Sure people would talk, but it didn't
really mean much of anything, and made no real sense when you string all the sequences together. This is disappointing for an
indie action adventure game as one of the easier tasks is to write dialogue that makes the story actually mean something and
connect the pieces.

Bugs squashed 3\/10

*contains spoilers*

One of the major things I have always looked for, be it a flash game, or a normal game, is both major and minor bugs that
inhibit the game, as well as exploits, crashes, etc. Well your main slash ability can put you in an area you can't move, enemies
can sometimes still hit you even if you dodge roll away, double dialogues to someone that you're only supposed to talk to once,
at the start of the game if you leave the sword training area you have to go through the whole screen's process again including all
the training to get through the gate. In the final boss the "laser fields" are sometimes passable and sometimes not, and sometimes
enemies get stuck on them making your slash the only way to get to them, leaving no way back if you don't leave an enemy
around to slash to. Also at one point after exiting and reentering the game to get around this I had no HUD and couldn't see my
health, which was great after the boss when I died first hit to one of the small mobs. Also as another note, in my display
resolution (1366x768) I couldn't see discriptions for the hover overs in the escape menu either.

*end spoilers*

Overall 5\/10
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Between the bugs, the general ease of the game to beat it in <1 hour of time, and the lack of engaging story, I rate this extremely
low, even with an indie curve. Some may not share my sympathies, but this could of been polished a lot more to make it far
better than it ended up being.. I would love it. If I was able to even play it. Fun take on the genre,

I've not put a lot of time into this game yet, but it's definitely one I'll keep playing.

A really minor caution - unlike Tetris, you cannot rotate the pieces as you build your dungeon level. This means that is entirely
possible to build yourself into a corner -- I've done it more times than I'd like to admit.

There isn't an 'undo' last step button, but you can hit the 'esc', then exit. This exits to the map, so you can start that entire build
over again.

I'm a huge rogue-like fan, and this one definitely is a must-have for my collection. Mechanics seem clean, mouse and keyboard
responses are precise and quick.

. Exccelent and challenging.
Inspired by the shooters of the 80's. If you loved Safe Haven you'll love this. 10 more branching challanges based in two large
areas. I could've sworn some of the music and NPC dialogue I heard was new.
It took me at least two hours to beat, and it's VERY difficult later on.

Trust me, even though Axel is the new player-character for this DLC, pick someone else with a flamethrower and Medkit.
You can't find a medkit otherwise until VERY late, and health becomes a major problem in the second half.... Autistic game..
its ok but not hard to beat and complete compared to other free clickers out there.. I couldn't really run it.
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